
Government Officials got Acquainted with the Ongoing Works
in Kaspi Municipality 
06 December 2019

Vice Premier, the Minister of Regional Development and Infrastructure,-Maia Tskitishvili, Giorgi
Khojevanishvili,-Shida Kartli State Representative, Irakli Mezurnishvili,-the Majoritarian MP of Kaspi
and the officials of the local government got acquainted with ongoing infrastructural projects in Shida
Kartli.

Building of regional innovation centre is ongoing in the town of Kaspi. A two-storied innovative centre is
being built due to the project. Besides the techno-park a vocational school is being built on the same
area also which will hold 200 students. Trainings, workshops and presentations can be held at the
innovation centre in the spaces specially arranged for these activities and everybody will be able to work
in the special working spaces. There will be a Maker space which means the space for creative people
where anyone can make a prototype of his/her idea or invention with the help of modern high-tech
machines. The project is being implemented by the financial supporting of the European Investment
Bank  (EIB) . The reconstructing started in December, 2018 and will be completed in 2020.

Building of modern schools are ongoing in the villages of Tsinarekhi and Kodistskaro at Kaspi
Municipality. The project is being implemented by the fund of Municipality Development. The local
teachers and students will benefit from  the updated infrastructure starting next autumn.

The officials of the government also looked round a newly rehabilitated football pitch in Kaspi. Kaspi
Central Pitch was built by the financial supporting of the Regional and Municipality Development Fund
and the Football Federation of Georgia.

Within the framework of the project, a podium and a press lounge for 500 people were arranged on site,
a high quality artificial pavement was installed, a lighting system was installed and a sports school
building containing administrative and dressing rooms was renovated. The area of the new stadium has
one standard size and one mini square.
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